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1.

INTRODUCTTON

Over the years Hamiltonian graphs have been widely studied. A variety of related
properlies have also been considered. Some of the properties are weaker, for

example traceability in graphs, while others are stronger, for example
Hamiltonian connectedness. Recently a new strong Hamiltonian property was
introduced in l7l.
We say a graph G on nveftices, n ) 3 is k-orderedfor an integer k,I < k I n,
if for every sequence s: (xr ,x2,. ..,x1r) of k distinct vertices in G, there exists a
cycle that contains all the vertices of s in the designated order. A graph is kordered Hamiltonian if for every sequence S of ft vertices there exists a
Hamiltonian cycle which encounters S in its designated order. We will always let
S: (.xr ,x2,...,x1) denote the ordered k-set. If we say a cycle C contains S, we
mean C contains S in the designated order under some orientation.
Ng and Schultz [7] showed the following:
Proposition 1[7]. Let Gbe aHamiltonian graphonnvertices,
k-ordered, 3 < k < n, then G is (k - I)-connected.

[7].
3<k<n. If
Theorem 2

Let G be a graph of order

degu* degu)

for

everyt

n)

n]3. If Gis

3 andlet kbe an integerwith

n-f2k-6

pair u, u of nonadjacent vertices of G, then G is a

k-ordered

Hamiltonian graph.

Corollary 3 [7]. Let G be a graphofordern] 3 andlet kbe aninteger such
that 3 1k < n. If

!+t_
" -2

dee?.,)

for

Z

every vertex u of G, then G is a k-ordered Hamiltonian graph.

The degree condition in the preceding corollary was improved by Kierstead,
Sarkozy, and Selkow as follows:

Theorem4 [6]. Letk] 2be apositive integerandlet Gbe a graphofordern,
where n > I7k - 3. Then G is k-ordered Hamittonian if 5(G) >
I-fl + lil - I
one goal of this paper is to improve upon the results obtained by Ng and
Schultz in [7]. we obtain a sharp lower bound on the degree sum of nonadjacent
vertices that imply a graph is k-ordered Hamiltonian. In particular, we prove the
following:
Theorem 5. Let k ) 3 be a positive integer and let G be a graph of order
n ) 53k2. If for any two nonadjacent vertices x and y, degx + digy >_ n +rt;s,
then G is k-ordered Hamiltonian.
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We can see that the degree sum condition in Theorem 5 is sharp by considering
the following example which was mentioned in [7]. The graph G on nvertices is
composed of the three parts: K1-1, K*
- c*, and Kr-21r11 containing all the edges
between Kp-1 and Kr- Ct and all edges between K1,_1 and Kr_21,11. Between
Kn-2k+t and Kp - Ct,G contains only the edges incident to the even indexed
vertices of Cp. This graph is not ft-ordered because there is no cycle containing

the vertices of C* in order. For x <V(K,_2r+r) and y e V(Ke_ Ct),y an odJ
indexed vertex on Cp,degx* degy:
for fr even. Another interesting
characteristic in the graph G above is "+3!+
that for all nonadjacent pairs of vertices

€V(G),11/(x)u lf(y)l > n-2. Thus, for a graph to be ft-ordered, we need
lN(x)u lr(y)l > n*2 which forces rhe graph to b".o-plere. So there is no
nontrivial sufficient condition on unions of neighborhoods of nonadjacent pairs of

*y

vertices.

Further, we obtain the following result concerning neighborhood unions of
pairs of vertices. The bounds in this theorem are motivated by the foliowing
example. Let G be a graph on n vertices with cut set K or order k
- 1 such thai
G - K has two connected components Ct: Kt,.t,,, . and C2 : Kt,L=.t:t, and
G
contains all edges berween K ancl Ci for'r:'1 and 2. rn-i!qr"n."
S: {xi,x2,...,;r27} where 2l:k and xi € Cr for i odd and x; e C2 for I even
shows that G is not k-ordered. The neighborhood of pairs of veftices in G is
bounded below AV -F2.

Theorem 6. Let k be a positive integer and let G be a k-corutected graph of
order n > 18ft2. tf )ttt(x) uN(y)l > # fo, alt pairs of distinct vertices
x,y e V(G), then G is k-ordered- fioiitirrfon.

Before beginning the proofs of these theorems, we make one general
If G is a Hamiltionian graph, then G is k-ordered Hamiltonian for
k: r,2, and 3. By a result in [8], we know the degree sum condition in Theorem
5 implies the graph is Hamiltionian. By results in [5] and [3], we know the
neighborhood condition in Theorem 6 implies the graph is Hamiltonian. Thus, in
the proofs of these theorems we will immediately assume k > 4.
observation.

ierstead,

order
?.)

2,

- t.

Ng and
rdjacent
:ove the

f

order

-L 3k_9

'

DEGREE CONDITIONS

n,

2,

In this section we will prove Theorem 5. However, the following result and its
corollaly, which give sufflcient conditions for k-ordered to imply k-ordered
Hamiltonian, will make the proof much easier. we say a vertex x is insertible in
the cycle c it N(x) contains consecutive vertices on c. we say a subgraph H c G
is insertible in the cycle c if there exists a Hamiltonian path p in F1 with
endpoints x and y such that there exist a, e N(-r), a, e N(y) and. a* and, a, are
consecutive vertices on c. If the cycle c is obvious. we say simply the vertex x (or
the subgraph Il) is insertible. Also, we deflne N(r,y) :l/(r) UN(y) and
N[r] :N(x) u{x}.

.a':

::'l: ::;, ::-.':l.ra',::,::i;:..:iJ
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Theorem

7.

Let k be a positive integer and let G be a k-connected, k-ordered
) 8k2. If for every pair of nonadjacent vertices u and u in V(G)

graph of order n

degu*degu>

n,

then G is k-ordered Hamiltonian.

Proof. Let S : {xt,xz,...,xt} be an ordered subset of the vertices of

G. Let C by a cycle of maximum order containing all vertices of S in appropriate order. The k-vertices of S split the cycle C into k intervals:
fur,...,x21,1x2,.. .,xz),.. .,Wn,. . .,xtf. Let L - G - C. Notice that no vertex
of l, has more than lV(C)l12 adjacencies to C. This implies rhar any nonadjacent

pair of vertices in I have degree sum at least lV(L) | in I. Thus Z is Hamiltonian if
it has at least three verlices and complete otherwise. Assume there are vertices
xry € L with distinct neighbors in one of the intervals of C determined by S, say
lxi,xi+tl. Note that we allow x: !. Let zr and zz be the immediate successor and
predecessor on C to the neighbors of.n and y, respectively, according to the
orientation of C. (See Figure 1.) Observe that we can choose x and y and their
neighbors in C such that none of the vertices on the interval la , zz) have neighbors
in Z. We can also assume that zt * zz,becalse zl - z2 implies x - y or C is not
of maximal order. But neither z1 nor x can be adjacent to more than half the
vertices of C which forces
degzt
a contradiction.

Let

s:

llq,zzll

and

*deg"r

l:

,r(E) +lrl -l:n-1,

lZl. Becausex andy have no neighbors

degx*degy{ z( t,_

\'2)

1)

in

[zr,zz],

*n-t='-l).

Similarly, if zr is adjacent to a vertex, say lr, on C lzr, zr), t2 cartnot be adjacent
to the successor, 11,+, on C or else the segment kr, zz] could be inserted between w

-

FIGURE 1.
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and w+, while replacing kr, zz) with a path from

nd u in V(G)

dega
Since

x andy

degx -f degy

vertices of
S

t

t

approintervals:
no vertex

1)

I

n

-s - /*

1.

degz2

f

Zt and zz, the initial degree condition forces
zn. But, by the previous ivo inequalities

)

degy

*

deger

*

degz2

{

2n _ 2,

which is a contradiction. Thus on any interval
Lxi,xi+rl of c, there exists at most
in L. The connectivity, thin, requires each segment
lxi,xi+r) to have exactly one vertex with a,"igtuo, in z. AIso, we know
lclz nlz by observing that if y1 and )t2 are adjacencies of t in consecutive
intervals on c, then the successors of these vertices, say w1 and
w2, zt.- fiot
adiacent (for otherwise c could be extended). Neithei wl nor w2
has any
adjacencies in r, but one of these vertices! say ]r1, has degree at least
i1z *ni"L
forces C to have at least nf 2 vertices. This forces Z to be Hamiltonian
comected.
Thus, the order of at least one of these ft intervals of c must be
a functio n of n,
say f (n) )-ft. Assume the interval
Wt,xz) is such a segment. Let z be the unique
vertex in this interval with a neighbor in L. withoutloss of generality
*"
assume the interval kr, z) contains (n)
f /z vertices. Let y by thI unique vertex"u,
in
[xz,xt) with a neighbor in t. The connectivity guarantees itiat ir
kwe can

if

are vertices
:d by S, say
:cessor and

ling to the
y and their
: neighbors
or C is not

m half the

find distinct neighbors of z and

lLl->

y in L. Let y1 and 71 be the immediate

ofy and 7, respectively, on c. Note that ifyl and 71 are adjacent, L
can be inserted. (See Figure 2).
If lf > t - k, then y1 has no neighbors in the inrerv al
l
[x1, zlor C would nor be
of^ maximum order. So deg )l * degzt < z(nlz+ k _ z)
-y1'"712 < n, which is
a contradiction since n 2 8k2.
If lzl < n12 - k,then all the vertices in the inrervallxt,ztlmust have degree at
least n - (lal
- 1+r) : lcl - k+ t. Thus each i, aa;ucent to a1l but possibly
predecessors

[zt, zz),

k - L of the vertices of c and, therefore, are insertibie. In particular,
ihey *L
insertible on C [*r,*r].If y1 and (1 are not adjacenl, we insert
t1 and.compare
y1 to the predecessor of zi, say Zz. If an edge exists
herc, Lcan be inserted. If not,
we insert zz, a,nd continue. Thus insertion process must end before
reaching rj
since y1 also must be adjacent to all but at most k
z
vertices
of
c.
r
-

e adjacent

)etween

-

one vertex with neighbors

nonadjacent

miltonian

degz2 /-2(s

are both nonadjacent to

* degzr *

degx

in

t

x to y. Hence,

l,

An immediate corollary to Theorem 7 is the following:

FIGURE 2.
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Corollary

8.

Let k be a positive integer and let G be a k-connected, k-ordered
) 8k2. If 5(G) > a, then G is k-orclered Hamiltonian.

graph of order n

Before proving theorem 5, we restate

it for reference.

Theorem 5. Let k ) 3 be a positive integer and let G be a graph of order
n ) 53k2. If for any two nonadjacent vertices x and y, deg x + Aegy >
U*,
"*
then G is k-ordered Hamiltonian.

Proof. Let S: {*r,*r,.

. . ,xr} be an ordered set of vertices of G. Note that
by Theorem 7 it is enough to show that G is k-ordered. The proof will be split into
cases according to the conn-ectivity of the graph. observe that the degree
condition forces K(G) >_ [t'] for k > 4.

r

Case L: K(G) > 5k.
Find a cyclein Gby finding a shortest x._x2pathpl,inG
- {*r,...,xr},then the
shortest x2-\ path Pz, jn G- {*0,...,xt}
and
continue
this process to
,
-p1
generate k - 1 internally disjoint paths P; for i:1,...,k
1.
- Note that the
shortest length path from x; to x;a1is no more than 5. If not, we can label a path of

minimum length zSi -{; : t)i,u2, . . . ,ut: xi+1, where I > j. Then 1)t,,u4, and u1
are all mutually nonadjacent and have mutually disjoint neighborhoods in
G - s - {v(pr) u .. . u y(pr_l)}. Thus,
n

)

des(r,) + deg (oa) * deg (rr)

n2ff.

>'r(, J!-)
) f,

- si -

which is a contradiction for
But n
since we assume
the connectivity of G, and xp\ path must exisi.
Case

(k

- i),

n>

53k2.By

2: 3t+ < K(G) < sk.

SubcaseA: 6<100k.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that G is edge-maximal with
respect to the property of not being k-ordered (i.e., the add.ition of any edge
makes G k-ordered). Let dega:d and F:G-N[r]. Also, let L-{u e v(G)ldeg u < nlz} (or vertices of row degree) and'H : v(G) - z (or
vertices of high degree). We claim F is complete and that every w, e N[,u] o FI is
adjacent to every vertex in F. Note that for x e F,degx > n
- lOOk. Let x and y
be nonadjacent vertices in F. Then the insertion of the edge xy makes G
k-ordered. Let C be the smallest cycle in G +
{ry} that contains S in order. First,
we claim that the cycle C contains no more than half the vertices of G. Assume
otherwise, and let lV(C)l : e.n where a > I12. Then there exists an interval, say
l*,,*,*tl, that contains at least anf k vertices. Note that no interval can have more
than two vertices of L or a smaller cycle is possible. Further, nonadjacent vertices
a distance three or more apart on an interval can have no common neighbors off
the cycle. Thus, we can find a subset of vertices of
ki,x;11], say M, such that
lMl> (anl3k) - r,M is independenr, and all verrices of Miave degree greater
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FIGURE 3.

M would be every third vertex on [x;,xi+rl.) The set M must
send at teast (ff -l)(t;) - (n- an): m edges to vertices of C. Thus, there
exists some inteival different from [x;,-x;+r] such that there are at least mf k edges
between the two intervals. By the results in ([2] page 311) there exists a Ka,a
between the two inter-vals. But such a Ka.a can be used to produce a smaller cycle,
a contradiction (see Figure 3). Thus, the cycle C can contain at most nf 2 vetices.
Let lV(C)l : c. Becuase c ( nf 2,both.r and 1, have distinct neighbors off the
cycle. Let.r- e N(x) - C,!* e N(-r') - C. Then, x* and y* are nonadjacent, have
no cofirmon neighbors off the cyc1e. and can each have at most three adjacencies
in each interval of the cycle for otherwise the length of C will not be maximal' So,
than nf 2. (One such

k-i),
>

53k2. By

,
This forces c

I

+3+ ( deg.r- + deg-v* < (n - c) +

6k. But this is impossible since
2(n

Lximal with

rf any edge

r, let LiG) - l, (or
N[u] n a is
Let x and y
y makes G
order. First,
G. Assume
Lnterval, say
r have more
:ent vertices

:ighbors off
1, such that
gree greater

atc.

-

lO}k)

(

deg.r -l- degy

I n t c.

(*)

(This right hand side of the inequality follows from the fact that x and y can have
no cornmon neighbors off the cycle.) We now have shown that F is complete.
Note that the same argument applies if we choose x e V(F) and -v e N('u) n a.
The only difference is the inequality (*; above becomes

(n-

+i+'+(
'24-

degxtdegy -n*c,

100k)

which produces the same contradiction.

Partition S into Sr and Ss where Sn:SoIl and Sr:S-11' Note that
S1 C N[a] and (S1) must be complete. Aiso note that every vertex in Slr is either a
vertex in the complete subgraph F or is adjacent to every vertex of F. Assume
so lssl
l<klz, then K(G-5s) 22l.For ever/ -x;e s1
ls.l
N(;r;).Let Si Sr U {xi : i 1,...,/}. Add
create avertexxi such thatN(,ri)
a vertex er such that N(o) : Si. Let G* be the graph that results from adding u and
{xi:x;6 Sr}.Then G* -S77 is still 2l-connected. Let Mbe a set of 2/ distinct

:/,

-k-l.rf

:

:

t,,

-,.-,:::::i,,:,-. .:::1,.;-1 ..-t-, ::

-
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vertices of V(F - Sa) C VlG.). A generalization of Whitney's Theorem [4]
implies that there exist 2/ internally vertex disjoint paths, each starting at the
vertex o and ending at a distinct vertex of M. But this implies that, if we retufll to
the graph G, for every verlex ;r; in 51, we can find a pair of internally vertex
disjoint paths, starting at x; and ending at distinct vertices of M, say an x;-u;1 path
and an xi-ui,2 path where u;; € M and ui; * ui,i,.Now all vertices of S are either
in the complete subgraph F of G or have two disjoint paths to F. Thus we can
consfuct a cycle containing S in the appropriate order using these paths to M and
edges in F.
r > 0, then K(G- Srr) )
r- j. Since 51
has over half the vertices of S, there are at least / consecutive pairs (*,, *,*r). Paths
between these are made with edges in S1, leaving no more than 2l - 2t
"endpoints" of paths. Construct vertex disjoint paths in G Sn just as was done
in the case I < kl2.

ttl:4*/for

T- (5-4:2t-

SubcaseB: 6>100k.
Let Kbe a minimal cut set. Let A and B be the components of G - K. Find P3's
from A to B through K with the least number of vertices from S. Because of the
minimum degree condition and lAl > IBI > 95k we know we can avoid a P3 that
is a triple. The number of free P3's is at least 3t+ - (k - d.) ) 2d where d is the
number of doubles. (Observe that if k is even, K(G) >_3k12 and if k is odd,
d < (k - t)lZ.l Finally, for any x,y e V(A) (or respectively B), if ;r and y are
nonadjacent, lNo(-t) nN,r(y)l > (" +3t*- 10ft) -(n- 100k) > 90k. In parti-

cular, there are more than k internally vertex disjoint ;-y paths of length 2 in A.
Thus, if x; and.ri-1 are both inA or both in B we can flnd a path of length no more
than2 connecting them. Otherwise, we use P3's ending both in A or both in B to
connect xi and xi*1. Thus, just as in the previous arguments, it is straightforward
to construct a cycle containing S.
Case

3: 3f

< K(G) <3t-.

Pick a minimal cut set K. Let A and B be the components of G - K. Then a
vertex x in A (or respectively in B) is adjacent to every other vertex of A(B) and K
except possibly one. To show this consider x e V(A) and y € V(B), such that one
of them has two nonadjacencies. Then,
n

+

3k-9 (
1:

which forces K(G)

3.

>

degx

(.3k

-

*

degy

<

(n

-

K(G)

-

2)

+ 2rcG)

-

2

I) 12. Thus we can find a cycte in G containing

S. I

NEIGHBORHOODCONDITIONS

In this section we will prove the result concerning neighborhood conditions. As
before, we will flrst prove sufflcient conditions under which G is ft-ordered
implies G is t-ordered Hamiltonian.
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Theorem [4]

arting at the
return to
rnally vertex
x;-Ui1 path

9. Let k be a positive integer and ret G be a graph of order n > r}k
lN(x,.y)l >*fo, all pairs of distinct vertices x and-y ira rc1c1 > t + t. tf
G is k-ordered, then G is also k-ordered Hamiltonian.
Theorem

w_ith

'we

17

[,S are either

lhus we can
thsto M and
.

j.

Since

S1

"r;a1). Paths

han

2l-2t

as was done

(. Find P3's
:ause of the

ida

fu

Lere

d is the

that

f t is odd,
r and y are
t. In parti-

Proof. Let S: {rr,...,xa} be an ordered set of vertices of G. Let C be a
maximal cycle containing S' (i.e., C cannot be extended by insertions of
a vertex
or a path') Let H be the largest component of G c,t :
c-r11,
and let
lG lHl : ,. we can think of the elements of ,s as splitting the cycle c into k intervals:
Wr,... ,xzf ,. . . ,l*0,.. . ,Jrl.
The proof consists of four cases that depend on the order of r? and
the

magnitude of l.

Casel: lHl:r>k+1.

By the connectivity, we know there exist ft + 1 distinct vertices in rl
with k + 1
distinct neighbors in c. Thus there exists two vertices in 11, say
)1 and y2, with
distinct neighbors, say w1 and w2 in a single intervar of c. we can pick y;1 and y2
(and w1 and w21so that w1 and w2 &te as close as possible
on C. Let z1:zz, . . . ,:;,
be the vertices of C between )ar1 and w2. If z1 is insertible in C, insert
it and
proceed to z2.lf 72 is insertible, do so and proceed to
z:. Do the same starting
at zr, then moving to zs-I, and so forth. If all of the zi are insertible or all
but one are insertible, we close the cycle with a (yr-yz)-pattr in rl producing
-l'(zi,z)i a
larger cycle. If a section remains, say zi)Zi+lt. ..
then
we
know
,27,
a
t + s +!L:FrtL. Also lN(t,,,yr)I < r +L-r-yttt Thus,
y)l +'tyii,i,

* 1. But this is a

rgth 2 in A.

n

;th no more

lN(zi,q)l> n+k.
Case2: 2<lHl:r{k.

,oth in B to

ghtforward

a

:h that one

Case
ring

S. I

itions. As
ft-ordered

il'l

<

urrl,,, yrlt+

,*<lt't(r.-i)l <

which is a contraaiction unless
IHI +-;a:u?
H is complete. wiihout lois of generarity assume the rength, s,
of the segment of the circle from x1 to x2 is
-u*i-om. Then from the proof of
case 1 we know at most one vefiex arong this segment has more
than one
adjacency to 1L Select two vertices in 11, say
and
y2,
withdegree at most one
)1
relative to this segment._Then
lN(y1 ,y)llk+Z+';-k:s+r which is a contra_
diction since s >
ff and n ) 7k.
t :0,r :

t(B) and K

lru(y,,

by u*ru-piron

suppose -I1is not complete. Then we can select nonadjacent vertices
x and y in

11. Thus

K. Then

contradicrion, r-in"e

3:

k,

and

lHl

: t ,t ) l.

Pair all the vertices in the segment of

c from x; to x;42 starting with x;. Let w

and z be in G
c. certainly, N(r) (and N(z)) can have at most one neighbor in
each pair. Also, N(w, z) contains at most one vertex from
each pair with at most

-

two exceptions, and these two exceptions must have opposite
orientation. (For
example, if z hit immediate successors of neighbors of w lwice,
the cycle could be
extended.) But now, of the pairs that sit between these
two exceptional ones,
N(w,z) must miss one altogrether or C can be enlarged. Thus, for every

:

P
fxi,x;41),lNr(*,2)l
contradiction.

segment

<E * t. This forces llr(u.L z)l < @'+ k)12, whici is a

;::;a-:,!.,1:rl

i! : ,!:a.:l\,/,:,ti i.1:,::7'

-,.:.:a::,

:

)i:.'

a:aa .:,i:-:::..:::.:,.a::.
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Case

4: lHl:1,t :0.

Let x be the single vertex not in C. We will first show that we can assume deg
Z #.If this is not the case. then observe that x has at least k * I adjacencies in
C. Thus, there is one interval on C determined by S where x has two adjacencies.
Let W : {wr ,w2,. . .w1} be a section of C between two such consecutive
adjacencies of x. Exchange the section W for the vertex x on the cycle C. Note
that all the vertices of I4l, and in fact all the vertices of G except for -r, have degree
at least f. Now insert as many of the vertices of I,V as possible. If all the vertices
of W'can be inserted, we have found a Hamiltonian cycle containing S. If not, we
apply the methods of the previous three cases with the one restriction that the
unique vertex of small degree should always remain as a vertex on C.

,

For example, Case 1 applies directly unless there are precisely k * 1
independent edges from H lo C, only one pair of these edges are in a single
interval on C, and the vertex x is between the endpoints of the two edges. If

lHl:k * 1, every vertex of f1 has at least (n-3k)la neighbors on C. But at
most two of the vertices of H can have more than one neighbor in the same
interval. Thus lcl > (k-l)("-3k)12> n since k> 4.If lHl > k+1, then the
degree condition on vertices of 11 forces lHl > @-3k)la. Thus pick two
vertices of H with the fewest neighbors to C. Such a pair forces
(n-k)12 and lcl<@+k)12. This means every pair of
vertices on C without neighbors in H are adjacent. Speciflcally, if e1 and €2 zta
independent edges from H to C with end vertices a1 and a2 ofi. C, then their
successors af and a[ are adjacent and the cycle can be enlarged.
Because all the vertices of Il have high degree, Case 2 occurs only if lHl : k.
Let wi,wj €V(H). Then 1/(w;,w7) must include half the vertices of C but no
consecutive pairs of vertices on C or the cycle could be extended. Consider a
section of C labeled a1 ,b1,oz,b2)43 where a1,a2ta3 € N(wi,w1).It b1 at b2 are
insertible, the cycle can be enlarged. If neither b1 or b2 are insertible, then the
palh b1,az,b2 must be insertible and C can be enlarged.
No alteration is necessary to apply Case 3. Thus we can assume that the single
vertex x not on the cycle C has degree at least (n + k) la.
We can extend C to include x unless between every pair of consecutive
adjacencies of x on C there is at least one uninsertible vertex, say vertex y;,
between the ith consecutive pair of neighbors of x on C. We want to show that
there exists some 1l; such that deg yi > f. Select / vertices from the set of y;'s, and
assume that dp ( degy; I d2n. Thus,

lHl>+-k-

d"sy, + degyj

:

lN(yi,y;)l + llr(y,)

-t a;;n
n,v(l)) Z
"12

:

lN(y;) n N (y)l I n. Let E be the number of edges of G from the set of
y;'s to the cycle C. Then,
where

ar;

,-[( L);.I",,.] < lEl <

ld2n.
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rn assume deg
adjacencies in
o adjacencies.

We observe that the average degree of the vertices in G
is at least f. thus, Dai,in > n(\), so

consecutive
cycle C. Note

nC.
ecisely ft * 1
re in a single
two edges. If
on C. But at
r in the same

*

:

1, then the

hus

pick two

pair

forces

:very pair of
e1 and e2 &ta

C, then their
rly if lHl :79.
;ofCbutno

d. Consider

a

We simplify this to get,

t

that the single

f

consecutive

say vertex y,,
I to show that
;et of y;'s, and

'.ijn

iom the set of

dt(tdt

o+

211

-

- l) 1az'
t1

Thus,

rlld?
4+i<4+

z<dz.

Now repeat this again by culling the y;'s to a possibly smaller set of vertices
yhg.q,e degree is between d.2n$n and d3. By the same argument, fu ) l*
q#
, ]. Note that this implies 'ive can always adjust the vertices of C so that the
single vertex not on C has degree jn > 2n17. At this point we need to show that
any vertex x : G - C of degree at least 'yn can be inserted into the cycle C. First
we claim that there must be three consecutive adjacencies of x within a single
interval of C, say [-r,,xi+r], such that there are at most five vertices of Cbetween
the f,rst and third adjacencies of x. If not, we know there must be deg x - 2k
triples of neighbors of r within a segment, each of which requires eight vertices.
Thus, taking into account vertices that are counted twice we flnd

'.f

b1 or b2 are
tible, then the

to the y;'s

[('\v*"('!:\1 ,,0,,
1' rL\2/2
\2/l-

h

x, have degree
ill the vertices
g S. If not, we
Lction that the

- {}t,...,y1}

lcl

>

7

(tn

1tn
- 2k),;-'/k)n.

r

a contradiction.
So we can assume x has three consecutive adjacencies, a1.ta2ta3, in l4i,xi+t)
with at most five vertices between a1 arrd a3. The arguments applied to the case
where there are exactly five vertices between a1 and a3 Ne easily applied to the
cases where there are fewer than flve vertices, so we prove the only case where
there are exactly five.
First consider the subcase where there is one vertex between at afid az and
three between a2 and a3. We label this segment: a1,w,a2,!3,!2,!t,a3.The single
vertex, w, must not be insertible or we could have added x to the cyc1e. Also w
and y1 are nonadjacent or x would have been inserted. Thus N(w, y1) includes at
most three of the flve vertices between a1 afld a3. So N(r,y,) must include at
least (n +k - 6)l2otthen- 6 vertices on the cycle from a3to a1. Since k ) 3,
we know N(r,yt) must include a pair of verlices that are consecutive on C. If

N(w) and N(y1) hit a consecutive pair, then segment w)a2)y31!2,y1 carl be
inserted. If y1 is insertible, compare w atdy2 as above. Note that inserting y1 does
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not effect the insertibility of w. Thus, we either flnd a pair w andy; that
allows us
to enlarge the cycle, or we exhaust the y;'s by inserting them in another place
on
the cycle.
Second, we consider the case where there are two vertices between
each pair

a;'s. We label the segment: at,,N1,w2,a2t!2t!1,a3. One of y1 and yz,

respectively

of

(anA

Ia;1 and w2) must be insertible and the other not
insertible. Assume w1
is not insertible. Then y1 is insertible or the degree condition wourd
force y1 and
w, to have consecutive neighbors. Insert y1. consider w1 andy2. If they have
consecutive neighbors, the path wr,tu2,a2,y1 is insertible. So it must
be the case
where w, is insertible as a result of the insertion of y1. Thus w1,y1
is an edge.
Now we add x to the cycle by inserting w2 and using the w1, y1 edge. By
symmery, Jt1 and )i,1 rflust be insertible while y2 and w2 both are not. Insefr
lyl. if
y1 is no longer insertible, it must be that w1 and
must
have
consecutive
)1
neighbors and the pathwl)ryz1a2,y2)yi is insertible. So, insert
)r. Now, w2 and!2
are unaffected by these inserlions (if w2,!1 ot w1,lz ,.ta edges,
x can be inserted)
and by the degree condition must be insertible as a pair.
r

Before beginning the proof of theorem 6, we restate

Theorem

it for reference.

6.

Let k be a positive integer and ret G be a k-connected graph of
tf lu(*,i.]]- ff forill pairs of distinct vertices *,y-e i1ci,
1>
then G is k-ordered Hamiltoniai.
older

18k2.

Proof. Let S: {rr,*r,...,*,r} be a set of ordered vertices of G. We first
consider the case where the connectivity is exactly k. In this case, let
K be a
minimal cut set separating G into the two components A and,B. By considering
any pair of distinct vertices in A (or respectively, B), the neighborhood
condi_
tion forces lAl : lBl :
+,both A and B to be complete, ani every vertex in
K to be adjacent to all but at most one vertex in A and one vertex in B. Thus
it is easy to verify that G is k-ordered Hamiltonian. Thus, we can assume

K>k+7.

By the previous theorem, for K(G) ) ft, we need only to show that under
the
neighborhood condition, G is k-orderable. Again, *" ,ptit the proof
into cases
according to the connectivity of G.

Casel: K>7k.
we claim there exists a path from x1 to ;rp containing all elements of s in order
such that the path from -r; and x;11 contains at most eight vertices.
we construct
this path by choosing the shortest x;x2 paththat avoids s, then the
shortest x2-x3

path that avoids

s

and any vertices in the x1-x2 path, and so forth. Let
xi+l
be the shortest (r,_*,*r) path in G that avoids.g and all
,a2,...tat:
vertices used in previous paths. If t ) 9, then we observe that
lN(a1)l >
nf 4,lN(aa,ot)l > nf 2, and,lN(or, or)l > nf 2 and, all rhese
sets can inrersect on
vertices of ,S or vertices used on previous paths. Thus,

xi:

n

>

al

lN (a1)l

+

lN (aa, or)l

+ lN(or,

os)l

*

2l(7 (i

-

1

)

+

1

)

_

(k

_ r)l > sn I a _ t4k,
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which contradicts n ) l8k2. Thus, we can find afl xy-x11path that contains S in
order and uses at most 7ft * 1 vertices. The connectivity guarantees that we can
find an xp-x1 path to close the cycle.

K(G) : k+t and t > 0.
Let K be a minimal cut set, A and B components of G- K,lAl:\
lBl : nr. By Hall's Theorem we can form a perfect matching of K into A

Case

2:

and
and

K

into B, which together form k * t P3's through K. If both end vertices on such a
path are in s, we call the path a triple. If the path has two vertices in s, one of
which is the center vertex, it is called a double; one vertex, a single; no vertices,
free. Pick matchings such that the paths contain the fewest number of vertices in
S. Assume no triples exist. Let r1(r2) be the number of doubles with an end vertex
in A(B) that is also in,S. Let x1y € A- S and w,z eB S. Then
-

lN(*,y)l <n'

v,w2 afldy2

+k+r-11

be inserted)

I

and

lN(z,w)l<nr+k+t*rz.

ce.

of
e V(G),

zd graph

:,y

Thus,

nt
G. We first

letKbea

*

y vertex in
in B. Thus
)an assume

+ 2k +2t

-

11

-

rz

) n*

k,

but

n1ln2+2k+t:n*k.

considering
rood condi-

nz

So, / } 11 * 12. Let r : rt I rz. Then there exists at least zr free p3's to provide
paths between vertices in A and B. To find paths in A and B we use the fact that
each ofthese graphs is ft-linked. A graph is said to be k-linked iffor every set ofk

of G, say ui,w; far 1 < i < &, G contains k internally disjoint
u;-w; paths for 1 ( i < k.rn [2] it was shown that every zzk-cowrected graphs is
ft-linked. Thus, we want to show thatA and B are Z2k-connected. Without loss of
generality assume lAl S lBl. In order to satisfy the neighborhood condition,
lel> @+k)12 (k + r) which forces lnl < fu- k)l2.LetKtbe aminimal cut
set of B and Bt a connected components of B Kt of smallest order. Let
x,y e V(Bt). Then
pairs of vertices

Lt

under the

'into

cases

-

f

S

in order

'e construct

rrtest x2-x3

forth. Let
ls S and all

lN("r)l >
ntersect on

inl4-

t4k,

(n+k)l2S lN(,,y)l < lr'l + lr'l + k+t

<;G-

E'l) + lr'l +k+t.

Thus, lK'l > (n-k-4t)12> z2ksincen > I8k2.The same argumentholds for
A. Thus we construct the cycle containing s by using the linkage to build the
segments between consecutive vertices within A or in B and the p3's to build the
segments between

A

and B.

ti,
l
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If a triple occurs,

say the middle vertex is u, we know u must have small degree

(a function of k) and consequently we can have at most one triple. Let
x,y e A- S and w,z eB - S. Then
lN(r,y)l > n, + k + t - (rr

*

1)

and

lN(w,z)l 2 nz + k + t - (rz + t).
So,

\ I
Thus

r) \+rzl2,

n2

+

2k

+ 2t -

(r1

t

rz

-l 2) >

n

* k.

which provides two additional free P3's (relative to the

previous case of no triples) we car associate with u.

If

u is not an element

of S, we

can identify the endvertices of the P3 containing u with the corresponding
endvertices of two free P3's and proceed as in the previous case. If tr is in S, we
know uhas /* 1 ) 2neighborsnotinS.Letrvbesuch aneighbor. Ifwis inA or
B, it must already be used in a P3 or the triple would not have occurred. Also, the
P3 using )r, must not have been able to exchange u, for another vertex outside S.
Btrt this forces its center to have alarge degree to the side opposite w making it a
free P3 or a single fu . lf w is in K it is either on a free P3 or on a single P3. If it is
a single with vertex xi, wo assign to x; one of the two extra free P3's associated
with o and use this one for Tr. The paths from u will use the edges to the two
neighbors of u not in S. Thus we can always find two paths from u to either A or B
avoiding vertices of S. This completes the proof of Theorem 6.
I
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